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Abstract
No cities should escape from their history and original fea-
tures. 
Taoyuan, also be called as a city of thousand of ponds, 
which has an unique landscape in Taiwan. This uniqueness 
is a victim of the city expansions. Instead of let this unique-
ness undeveloped and being a part of victim by filled with 
soil as the land for the high-rise and high density devel-
opments, I would like to purpose a model water friendly 
community idea and a new living style to Taoyuan city.
This community consist with the one family houses 
which is the typical living style in this surrounding area, 
this project defines the public realm of this community, 
combining the micro urban farming culture and enhance 
the relationship between the water and this community. 
The long forgotten city element -
Farm pond
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“As city expands, the significant natural factors become the 
larger, more fundamental ones, rather than the smaller ac-
cidents. The basic climate, the general flora and surface of 
a large region, the mountains and major river systems, take 
precedence over local features. Nevertheless, topography is still 
an important element in reinforcing the strength of urban ele-
ments: sharp hills can define regions, rivers and strands make 
strong edges, nodes can be confirmed by location at key points 
of terrain.”
—- The Image of the City, Kevin Lynch
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    Currently, cities are developing at a faster pace than ever 
before. These expansions often devour the original features 
of the city. The same situation is happening all over the 
world, and this phenomenon is hidden deeply behind the 
glamorous achievements which urbanization and industrial-
ization can bring to people.
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    During the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), while agriculture 
was the most important industry in Taiwan, the primary 
concern was to achieve high production in the agricultural 
field was. However, the natural conditions of Taoyuan city, 
which include uneven rainfall, fewer sources of groundwater 
and most of the rivers here were captured rivers, was not 
suitable for the development of agriculture. So, man-made 
farm ponds were widely constructed in this area for irriga-
tion system in that time and formed a unique topographic 
view in this city. 
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    Now, because of the urban orientation of Taoyuan city 
has evolved into an industrial city and the population 
growth speed is the top in Taiwan. The city needs more 
space to accommodate new migrants and shape itself into 
the form of industrial city. The result was that the city suc-
cessfully expanded, but the number of ponds decreased 
dramatically in this process. 
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    Due to the fact that people in this city prefer to live in 
downtown and seldom come to the suburb, there are the 
huge amounts of new migrants from other cities, whom do 
not clearly understand the background story of farm ponds. 
Even the local young generation may not know them well. 
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We are not using these ponds for irrigation purpose any-
more. They are abandoned now. These ponds are long for-
gotten city element. Most of the young generation like me, 
don’t know this story, we even thought these ponds are all 
natural. 
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    Farm Pond is a unique topographic feature of Taoyuan 
city, Taiwan, has become the rarely known victim of urbani-
zation and industrialization.
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The living object - 
City
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“...the city goes soft; it awaits the imprint of an identity. For 
better or worse, it invites you to remake it, to consolidate it into 
a shape you can live in. You, too. Decide who you are, and the 
city will again assume a fixed form round you. Decide what it 
is, and your own identity will be revealed, like a position on a 
map fixed by triangulations. Cities, unlike villages and small 
towns, are plastic by nature. We mould them in our images; 
they, in their turn, shape us by resistance they offer when we 
try to impose our own personal form on them….The city as we 
imagine it, the soft city of  illusion, myth, aspiration, nightmare, 
is as real, maybe more real, than the hard city one can locate 
on maps, in statistics, in monographs on urban sociology and 
demography and architecture….”  
— Soft City, Jonathan Raban
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    Imagine the city as a living object, it interacts with its 
dwellers and calls of its own features. Both of the city and 
its dwellers seek to impose their images on each other. 
Every city has its own narrative and every citizen plays their 
own role and project their own emotions on it. Cities form 
both in reality and memory. No cities should escape from 
their history and original features.
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Balance and call for -
Farm pond
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    Fortunately, there are still remaining farm ponds in the 
suburb, the area which the city expansions has not reached.
    My proposal is to establish the good balance between 
city development and the call from the long forgotten city 
element - farm pond.
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Gradually balance the density of the city - 
By creating the network connecting downtown and suburb, 
such as bikeways and pathways.
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Link scattered elements to create the edge for the city 
Lynchian elements - 
The topographical trait of farm pond looks like a sponge, by using 
the pathway to link each hole (pond) to create the linear edges.
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Extend the partial city fabric to the suburb - 
By adding extra-fountional spot spaces (nodes) on the intersec-
tions of edges to appeal city dwellers eager come to suburb. (And 
know better about farm ponds.)
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Bring back the farm pond memory into city - 
By discovering the clues of disappearing farm pond in the city.
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    The revival of the farm pond is based on Taoyuan city 
dwellers’ experience of how this unique characteristic in-
fluences their memory of the city. Each individual has their 
own interpretation of this city.
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Instead of leaving all the ponds undeveloped and being 
aggressively filled with the soil to become as the new land 
for the future city expansions, I would like to propose a new 
idea to build a customized water friendly community.
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Finding Balance -
Model Water Friendly Community Planning
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This community consist with the one family houses which is 
the typical living style in this surrounding area, the project 
defines the public realm of this community, combining the 
micro urban farming culture and enhance the relationship 
between the water and this community. 
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Site -
Surrounding Area of Hengshan Farm Pond
Total area: 560.54 ac
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First draft of the Master planning
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Second draft of the Master planning
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Master planning
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Activity Diagram
Happening in courtyard and water edge
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Religious temple
Awning
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Events
Meeting
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Canal
Pond
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Playground
Art
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Urban farming
Parking
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Water Edge Diagram
Including soft and hard edge
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One Family House
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First Floor
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Second Floor
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Third Floor
District 
Master planning
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Section West - East
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Section North - South - Soft Edge
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Section North - South - Hard Edge
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Physical Model
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